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[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 
Description of a 
 
 Explination of the accomping Plan for a Light-house proposed to be erected on 
Mount-Desert-rock in the State of Maine. 
 
 The rock is to be cut down to a level the full dimater of the structure. The building 
to be round 34 feet diameter at Base, 14 feet at top, whole height 42 feet to the underside 
of the deck.  The outter wall is to be hammer dressed graniet, smoothly dressed on the 
exterior, beds and build trully hammered, each stone to make the full thickness of the 
wall, the inside of said stone to be dressed or and brought to a true line. The height of the 
Base up to the gutter is 10 feet to be carried according to the plan and section to be 5 
courses of stone 2 feet each, the first or lower course to be imbedded in to the rock. At 
the connection of  each course there is to be a zone or joggle belt worked upon the upper 
side or build [crossed out: of the stone], and a corresponding grove cut into the under 
beds of the 5 courses composing the base. These zones are shew on the plan, they are to 
be about 9 inches in breadth and 1 ½ inches in depth or thickness forming concentric.  
 
 There to be stone stairs worked up with the [crossed out: levels of] and into the 
walls as they are carried up a platform to the Entrance door. 
  
 In the basement or cellar there is to be a privy as shew on the Plan there is to be a 
small door or [o]penning closed with shutter from the out side for cleaning out the soil. 
Also a window to contain 4 panes of 10 x 8 glass hung with [hinges?]. After the rock is 
leveled, for the superstructure and the water wall carried up [crossed out: there] 
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the space under the floor of the cellar is to be one foot of Brick laid in hydraulic cement 
care being taken to [crossed out:  stop all fis]  fill up the chasems or fisshers in the so that 
no water can enter the building [crossed out: through those fisshers in the rock]. Upon 
this foot of Brick work there is to one foot in thickness of stone-paving.  In the cellar 
there is to be a cistern to contain 1,500 gallons, built of Bricks and worked up to the 
[braktinning?] of said cellar the whole of the wall and well as the cistern to be plastered 
with hydraulic cement. 
 
 Upon the upper ede of the 5th course or last course of the basement there is to be a 
gutter cut for catching water which is to be [constructed?] in the cistern. [crossed out: 



The 4 stones above the base] The remaining walls above the basement are to be curved 
up to conform to the Plan and section on which plan and sections all the dimensions are 
figured.  
 
[The following section has been pasted onto the document, written on a separate piece of 
paper, apparently intended to be added at this spot in the document]   The tower is to be 
covered with stone which will form a [illegible] 16 feet diameter and to be 15 inches 
thick at the centre or under the lantern.  These stones are to be ham[mere]d true and fitted 
together closely the joints coppered so as to [crossed out: make] be water tight. The top 
of the stone is to be raised in the centre an inch above the outside so as to form an 
octagon of the size of the Lantern that the copper covering may fit as it were in to a rabet 
to prevent the water driving under it in to the Lantern. An opening 26 x 24 [crossed out:  
is to be] for a [suttle?] with rabets one inch square for said [illegible]. [end of pasted 
section] 
 
There is to be a brick lining of 4 inches or the breadth of one brick carried up from the 
foundation to the underside of the deck of the lantern leaving a clear stone of 4 inches 
from the bottom to top at the base and at top there are to be openings left in said brick 
lining to the circulation of air.  The floors are to be of cast iron with [garrders?] 9 in. deep 
top flanch 3 in. bottom ditto 2 in all to be one inch thick, and covered with cast iron 
plates from 30 to 36 inches wide 3/8 of an inch thick put together with Flanches with 
screw bolts and cemented at the joints. [crossed out:  The stairs are to be of cast iron, a 
close Partition to the stair.]  There are to be suitable stairs of cast iron to each story 
except the upper or attic which is to have an iron step ladder, for ascending to the lantern, 
22 inches wide sides and steps of iron 2 inches wide 3/8 in. thick.  
 


